Puzzle No. 1
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far down in the bottomless blue, rushed mighty leviathans,
sword-fish, and sharks; and these were the strong, troubled,
murderous thinkings of the masculine sea. (Ch 132. The
Symphony)
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8. It was inserted there by my particular friend Queequeg,
whose duty it was, as harpooneer, to descend upon the monto. (Ch 72.
ster’s back for the special purpose
The Monkey-Rope)
9. Raising a piercing shriek—“The vial! the vial!” Gabriel
crew from the further huntcalled off the terroring of the whale. (Ch 71. The Jeroboam’s Story)
10. So have I seen a bird with clipped wing making afto escape
frighted broken circles in the air, vainly
the piratical hawks. (Ch 81. The Pequod Meets The Virgin)

1. Though his entire back down to his side fins is of a
deep sable, yet a
line, distinct as the mark in
a ship’s hull, called the “bright waist,” that line streaks him
from stem to stern, with two separate colours, black above
and white below. (Ch 32. Cetology)

11. For, at such times, crazy Ahab, the
, unappeasedly steadfast hunter of the white whale; this Ahab
that had gone to his hammock, was not the agent that so
caused him to burst from it in horror again. (Ch 44. The
Chart)

2. It was one of those less lowering, but still grey and
gloomy enough mornings of the transition, when with a fair
wind the ship was rushing through the water with a vindictive
, that as I mounted
sort of leaping and melancholy
to the deck at the call of the forenoon watch, so soon as I levelled my glance towards the taffrail, foreboding shivers ran
over me. (Ch 28. Ahab)

12. “
? I only wish that we were where they
grow. Oh, Stubb, I hope my poor mother’s drawn my partpay ere this; if not, few coppers will now come to her, for the
voyage is up.” (Ch 135. The Chase—Third Day)
13. At my first glimpse of the pulpit, it had not escaped
me that however convenient for a ship, these joints in the
present
seemed unnecessary. (Ch 8. The Pulpit)

3. Hands go diligently along the bulwarks, and with buckets of water and rags restore them to their full
.
14. “What do you mean by that, Captain Peleg?” said
(Ch 98. Stowing Down and Clearing Up)
I, now jumping on the bulwarks, and leaving my comrade
on the wharf. (Ch 18. His Mark)
4. He commenced
at top by donning his
beaver hat, a very tall one, by the by, and then—still minus
15. Mrs. Hussey soon appeared, with a mustard-pot in
his trowsers—he hunted up his boots. (Ch 4. The Counter- one hand and a vinegar-cruet in the other, having just bropane)
ken away from the occupation of attending to the castors,
5.

; or, The Whale, by Herman Melville

and
Ramadan)

her little black boy meantime. (Ch 17. The

6. Meantime, Gabriel, ascending to the main-royal mast16. It was the whaleman who first broke through the jealhead, was tossing one arm in frantic gestures, and hurling ous policy of the Spanish crown, touching those
;
forth prophecies of speedy doom to the sacrilegious assailants and, if space permitted, it might be distinctly shown how
of his
. (Ch 71. The Jeroboam’s Story)
from those whalemen at last eventuated the liberation of Peru,
Chili, and Bolivia from the yoke of Old Spain, and the estab7. Hither, and thither, on high, glided the snow-white lishment of the eternal democracy in those parts. (Ch 24.
wings of small, unspeckled birds; these were the gentle The Advocate)
thoughts of the
air; but to and fro in the deeps,
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